
Dear Colleagues and Partners, 

  

We proudly present, as owners, next professional, fully automated and modern floor model PUR perfect binder:   

  

Duplo - DBP-500PUR 
Machine information:  

This professional perfect binder (with fully automated size- and format change, grinder, Nordson Durapail PUR unit, 

automatic cover feeder with vacuum belt) produces books, photobooks, magazines, and readers in one handling job. 

The sheets will be roughened in a milling station (with dust removal), glued together with PUR, sideglued, the cover will 

be automatically creased, wrapped and glued around the paperpile, pressed and dried before going out. Settings can be 

made for the counter, times, temperatures, pressure and all kind of functions for a professional after-press production. 
 

Specifications: 

Type: Duplo DPB-500PUR (including: Nordson Durapail 8072834PUR) 

Min. size: 120 x 120 mms / Max. size: 360 x 320 mms 

Thickness: 0.1 - 51 mms (2 up to 500 pages) 

Paper thickness: 52 - 157 gsm / cover thickness: 80 - 300 gsm 

Speed: up to 525 books/hr. 

All safeties on the machine 

Floor model and easy operating with full automatic size- and format change, digital controls on the LCD touch screen 

operating panel, memories for 20 jobs, automatic clamp system, grinding with adjustable milling depth, dust removal and 

paper dust bag filter, automatic carriage transportation, adjustable control of the PUR system, automatic creasing and 

feeding of the covers with a vacuum suction feeder system and adjustable air flow paper separator, PUR glue- and side 

glue, standard delivery. 

Year / Serial number: 2012 / 081200407 & LU09C02017 

   

Technical- and optical condition: 

Technical: 9/10 

Optical: 9/10 (PUR unit needs cleaning) 

  

Price & Terms:  

Price for a fast decision: euro 15.680,-- 

Terms: FCA (Incoterms 2010) 

Availability: direct, ready for transport on a machinepallet 

Location: our warehouse - the Netherlands 

   

 

Additional information: 

If you need any more information or pictures, please send us an E-mail or check our website www.mctrade.nl and let us 

know. You can click on above shown photos and download them (and more) from our website. Of course, we can always 

combine this machine with other graphic machinery to load a container or truck. Please, ask for it. 

 

  
 


